
Covid – the ongoing 

challenge 



Introduction

• Locality is the national membership network supporting community 
organisations to be strong and successful

• Our Vision – a fairer society where every community thrives

• Debbie Lamb – Development Manager – based in Consett
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The case for assets and enterprise

• Principled: Independence, control, pride of place

• Pragmatic: Sustainable income in world where grants are scarce

• Growing emphasis over austerity years of the last decade on “community 
business: and trading to inspire a decisive shift away from “grant 
dependency”

• Mixed income streams – trading, contracts, grants
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Immediate impact of Covid-19

• Members most reliant on trading hit hardest
• “We’ve done the right thing” – but now in worst situation
• Member survey 2020: 46% lost quarter income and 26% lost half. 
• BUT for members most reliant on trading: 62% lost quarter income and 37% 

lost half 
• Emergency funding recognised the specific trading challenge
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An evolving and nuanced picture

• Trading took immediate hit – but concerns around other funding streams 
have increased over time

• Contracts – pressure on council budgets, commissioning paused, end of 
European programmes

• Grants – lots of emergency funding but most programmes ended March 
2021
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Latest survey findings – March 2021

• 56% say financial position has 
worsened

• Most point to loss of trading 
income

• Propped up by govt support and 
emergency grants

• “Income from trading remains at zero 
and grant funding is becoming more 
difficult to secure. All of which has 
reduced our free reserves.”
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15%

12%

29%

44%

How has your financial position changed in 
the last year? (n=41)

Improved Significantly worsened Stayed the same Worsened



Latest survey findings (2)

• 66% eligible for some kind of 
business support grant

• Range of grants  - retail and 
hospitality, small business relief, 
local restrictions support 

• Majority of respondents said that it 
was an “easy and accessible 
process”
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24%

10%
66%

Were members eligible for business support 
grants? 

No Not sure Yes



Long-term business model?

• Is there a continuing role for trading in Locality members’ business 
models?

• Private enterprise has suffered as well as community enterprise. 
Arguably more severely? 

• Mixed income model – drawing from grants, contracts and a range of 
income generating activities – likely to continue to be the route to 
financial sustainability 
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Opening up

• Concerns remain about meeting face to face – some activities struggling 
to get up and running again

• Social isolation and loneliness
• Takings down in, for example, community cafes
• Continued home working
• Continuing use of tech
• Shorter opening hours, self-restrictions on night-time economy
• Staff shortages affecting range of services
• Rising prices
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Long term changes?

• Working from home – impact on managed workspace
• Salary costs, inflation
• Events – theatre, cinema, concerts, festivals, celebrations
• Location and travel – climate change, high streets
• Leisure and recreation
• Increased use of tech
• Extended impacts – loneliness, mental health issues, long Covid
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Opportunities?

• Local service provision
• High streets and local businesses
• New priorities around mental health, social inclusion
• Recognition of role of community organisations
• Supporting home working
• Training and employment support
• Building resilient communities
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